Daily Telegraph have heard several reports of Geoffrey Rush harassing 'a number of women' on the set of King Lear.

There was one woman in particular that he had to carry each night.

This woman is currently in an STC show, so will not talk to The Daily Telegraph.

Daily Telegraph have been told that her complaint was against Geoffrey Rush was silenced.

They have several sources who have told them about the Geoffrey Rush situation.

One call: Jonathan Moran. 28.11.17.
Jonathan Morales conversation. He has sources—other actors who were on stage—that he grabbed him each night in the early scene.

There are also of people talking about this in the acting community.

He is a survivor of sexual abuse himself.

He wants to do this in a compassionate way that protects the actor's identity.

* alleged incident of abuse @ SDC
* quoted on / statement
  * gave ES's name in
Our #1 concern is the well-being of the complainant, and we are completely respecting her request for privacy & confidentiality.

There was definitely no silencing. She has been supported since we received the complaint - they have been...